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On January 4, Officer Bartlett arrested a man
for an outstanding felony warrant. After placing
the male under arrest, Officer Bartlett found that
the man had several bags of methamphetamine
in the rim of his hat. The man was not only
arrest for his felony warrant but also booked for
trafficking a controlled substance.
On January 11, Officer Lueckenhoff conducted
a traffic stop. Officers made contact with a
female driver. The vehicle had a strong odor
of marijuana coming from inside the vehicle.
After further investigation, officers found over
a pound of marijuana in the vehicle. The female
was arrested for trafficking marijuana.
On January 19, Officer A. Lee was dispatched to
a hospital in reference to a domestic incident that
occurred. The victim had been knocked down
and held down until she blacked out. Officer Lee
was able to locate the offender and take him into
custody. He was charged with aggravated battery
on a household member.
On January 19, Officer J. Friedfertig was
dispatched to a home invasion at a northeast
location. A 72 year old female’s home was
victimized by two unknown males. She was able
to escape from the home without the intruders
knowing she was ever inside. She hid outside in
the bushes for approximately one hour while the
subject ransacked her home and stole her vehicle
as the left.
On January 29, Officer T. Tixier arrested an
offender for unlawful taking of a motor vehicle
and aggravated fleeing of an officer.  Officer
Tixier stopped the vehicle, and upon making
contact with the driver, he fled from Officer
Tixier at a high rate of speed. After running a
stop sign, the driver abandoned the vehicle and
fled on foot.  Officer Tixier pursued the driver
and took him into custody.
On January 9 and 10, the Southeast Impact Team
conducted a proactive tactical plan that included
contacting potential victims of auto theft.  
Southeast Impact Team detectives made contact
with vehicle owners that were warming up their
vehicles early in the morning; warning them
of the potential risk of leaving their vehicles
unattended while the keys were in the ignition.  
During the two day operation, detectives made
contact with approximately 30 potential victims.  
The contacts were made in neighborhoods in
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efforts to stifle auto thefts in the Southeast Area
Command.
On January 18, Sergeant J. Burke was contacted
by a concerned citizen that a subject on the
property crimes most wanted list was observed
in the area of Central and San Pedro. The
concerned citizen recognized the subject from
the insert in the Albuquerque Journal, and called
Sergeant Burke.  Officer J. Dear and Detective
P. Moya arrived in the area and were able to take
the suspect into custody.  The suspect attempted
to conceal his identity by using a friend’s name,
but the name was returned with several felony
warrants out of Roswell, NM.  The suspect
provided his true name and date of birth once he
realized that he only had one warrant compared
to his friend’s copious amount of warrants.  The
suspect was booked on the felony warrant for
burglary.
The Southeast Problem Response Team was
conducting patrols in Beat 335 when they
observed a sedan that was displaying a stolen
license plate. The vehicle was followed to a
convenience store where PRT officers waited
for the vehicle to park. Once the vehicle was
parked, officers quickly contacted the four
occupants of the vehicle and they were all
placed in custody. One of the passengers was
found to be 15 years of age. The VIN was run
through NCIC and the vehicle was determined to
be stolen. A search of the vehicle was conducted
and officers located three stolen firearms. Also
inside the vehicle officers located a small baggy
of methamphetamine.
The Southeast Problem Response Team (PRT)
was in the area of Central and Charleston when
they observed a four door sedan parked at a
local motel. Officers did a history check on the
vehicle and it was determined that it had been
taken at gunpoint on December 27, 2013 from
the owner’s friend. With the assistance of the
RTCC, Southeast PRT officers were able to
contact the owner’s mother who later contacted
the owner and found that the vehicle had not
been returned to him by his friend. Southeast
PRT and patrol units followed the vehicle to a
convenience store where the occupants of the
vehicle were contacted and placed in custody.
The vehicle was returned and the driver of
the vehicle was arrested. A background on the
driver revealed that he had a criminal history of
murder in the 1st degree, manslaughter, child
abuse, aggravated battery, robbery with a deadly
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weapon, false imprisonment, and auto burglary.
Southeast Impact Team detectives conducted an
operation in the area of Madeira SE and Ross
SE.  During the operation, a male subject was
observed looking into vehicles while operating
a bicycle at night without a forward facing
light. Contact was attempted with the subject
by Detective Garcia and assisting detectives.  
The bike rider began to actively elude officers
on foot.  The suspect was seen throwing items
he was carrying, including a backpack and
other items.  He was taken into custody and
was in possession of a .22 caliber bullet.  After
recovering items the man had thrown, a .22
caliber handgun was found on the ground next to
his backpack.  The suspect later stated he was in
possession of the handgun while running away
from officers.
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Foothills Area Command...
•

Officers M. Reeder and P. Martin were
dispatched to a priority one domestic dispute
call. The caller advised dispatch that her
daughter’s ex-boyfriend was attempting to
break into the residence. While officers were
en route, the caller advised that the boyfriend
had fled and that her daughter had chased after
him.  The caller advised that the boyfriend had
been violent in the past and threatened her and
her daughter with a knife before. The RTCC
advised that the boyfriend had multiple felony
warrants for his arrest. Officers searched the
neighborhood for the boyfriend. While officers
were checking the area, the mother of the
girlfriend flagged them down. She reported to  
the officers that she saw the boyfriend on the
roof of a nearby middle school. Officers Reeder
and Martin arrived at the school and could see
the boyfriend on the roof. The Air Support
Unit assisted in searching the area. They were
able to keep a visual account of the boyfriend.
Several other members of Team 7 arrived on
scene and began to set up a perimeter on the
building. During this time, Officers Reeder and
Martin were continually attempting to talk to
the boyfriend without any success.  After almost
an hour, Metro 1 advised that the boyfriend was
moving to an area where he could jump off.
Shortly after, the boyfriend jumped off the roof
and attempted to run away from officers. He was
caught and taken into custody as he attempted to
jump a chain link fence on the north end of the
school grounds.  He was booked into the MDC
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on multiple charges.
On January 23, Officer B. Aragon was on
random patrol in a hot spot area of likely
criminal activity, including property crimes.
As he checked the area, he noticed a suspicious
looking male subject walking in the area. He
stopped and initiated a consensual encounter
with the subject. The subject advised the officers
that he had warrants. Officer Aragon called for
another unit for backup, then ran the subject
through NCIC. The suspect was found to have
multiple felony warrants for his arrest. He was
also determined to be one of APD’s most wanted
property crime offenders.
Officers implemented a metal theft tactical plan
at a local library. Two copper thefts occurred
at the location in a short time period which
prompted the tactical plan. Field briefings were
conducted at the site, as well as directed patrol
that resulted in stopping the metal thefts and
suspicious activity in January.
A tactical plan at Hotel Circle NE targeted
criminal and suspicious activity. The initiative
resulted in 10 contacts, one DWI arrest, and
identification of two copper theft suspects.
Sergeant D. Baca was in the area of Tramway
and Wenonah when he observed subjects
placing items into their vehicle’s trunk. The
vehicle left the parking lot and Sergeant Baca
conducted a traffic stop. A nearby business had
been burglarized and items from the business
were located in the vehicle stopped by Sergeant
Baca. A second male had left the scene on foot
and left items from the business in a nearby
backyard. The suspect stopped by Sergeant
Baca was arrested for commercial burglary. The
investigation was turned over to the Burglary
Unit for follow up and identification of the
second suspect.
On January 14, Officers T. Jacobo and H.
Gunderson observed a metal thief. As Officers
Jacobo and Gunderson attempted to initiate a
traffic stop of the offender, he rammed Officer
Gunderson’s marked patrol unit and fled officers
on foot. During the chase, the offender broke
into two houses, and barricaded himself in the
second house. Officers set up a perimeter on the
second house and were able to get the offender
into custody without incident. The offender was
charged with aggravated assault on a police
officer, possession of narcotics with the intent
to distribute, felon in possession of a firearm,
possession of stolen property, and residential
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Valley Area Command...
•

•

•
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Officer Gomez initiated a traffic stop on a
vehicle.  After speaking with the driver, he
requested the presence of a DWI Unit officer.  
The driver was arrested for DWI.  During
an inventory search of the vehicle, Officer
Gomez located narcotics and other materials
that suggested that the offender was trafficking
illegal substances.  The subject was arrested for
trafficking, negligent use of a firearm, and the
DWI charge.  
Officer J. Arnold was on random patrol when he
observed a suspicious vehicle that continued to
circle the Downtown District. Unsure what the
occupants were up to, Officer Arnold proceeded
to run a check on the vehicle through NCIC at
which time the vehicle came back with a hit
indicating that the vehicle was stolen. Officer
Arnold proceeded to follow the vehicle and
provided the information along with his location
to dispatch. As Officer Arnold was awaiting the
arrival of assisting officers in order to engage the
vehicle, the driver became aware of his presence
and immediately pulled over. The occupants
then exited the vehicle and attempted to flee
on foot. Officer A. Herpolsheimer, who was
monitoring the event and was en route to assist,
pulled up just as the occupants were fleeing the
area. Both officers issued verbal commands
and were able to take the subjects into custody
without incident. After consulting with an Auto
Theft detective, Officer Arnold released the
additional two occupants and booked the driver
for receiving and transferring a stolen motor
vehicle.
Officer Fuchs was the primary responding
officer on a stabbing call at 3rd and Central
Ave on January 18.  During the incident, a male
was stabbed at least six times in his torso. His
injuries included a punctured lung, a stab wound
to the head, and a punctured liver. Four suspects
were taken into custody after two eluded police
on foot.
Officers M. Elrick and R. Carlson were on
random patrol near Broadway and Lomas.  They
saw a suspicious vehicle parked in back of a
fast food restaurant.  As they walked up, they
could see a male subject injecting narcotics into
his arm.  As soon as he saw them, he revved
the vehicle and drove away at a high rate of
speed.  He ended up crashing into the side of the
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restaurant.  He then exited the vehicle and fled
on foot.  Officer Elrick caught up to him and
placed him under arrest without incident.  He
was in possession of narcotics and found to have
two felony warrants issued for his arrest.
Officer L. Acosta responded to a family fight
call where a male offender shot into an occupied
dwelling. The offender left before police arrived,
but during the investigation Officer L. Acosta
was able to determine an address that the
offender may be located. Officers were able to
take the offender into custody. The offender was
charged with two felonies and the firearm that
was used in the crime was recovered.
Officer D. Baca responded to a call regarding
three subjects that were holding up signs
at a highway interchange to collect money
for a funeral. Officer D. Baca conducted an
investigation of the subjects, since APD had
received calls in the prior week regarding the
same subjects at a different location. During the
investigation it was discovered that the subjects
admitted to police that the funeral was a scam
and they were using it to collect money from the
public. All three subjects were arrested for fraud
and two warrants were cleared.
Officer L. Acosta responded to domestic
violence call. Before he arrived, the male
offender had left the residence. During the
investigation it was discovered that there
were felony charges against the offender. A
victim’s advocate was called out and other
officers searched the area, but could not locate
the suspect. Once Officer L. Acosta left the
residence, APD received a call that the suspect
came back and set the victim’s vehicle on fire.
Again, he left before police arrived. Officer C.
Knight went to a local business down the street
and reviewed their surveillance video which
showed the offender walking toward the parking
area carrying a gallon of gasoline which was
recovered in the fire by the arson investigator.
Valley Impact Team detectives were called to
assist and a felony warrant was issued for the
suspect.
On January 9, detectives responded to a family
fight where the suspect fired shots into the
victim’s house and fled the scene.  The subject
was found and taken into custody.  The gun was
seized and a large quantity of methamphetamine
was also seized.  The suspect is a convicted
felon and detectives are working with the ATF to
pursue federal charges.
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On January 10, Impact Team detectives arrested
two individuals for possession of heroin and
tampering with evidence.  Fourteen grams of
heroin was seized.  One subject had two felony
warrants and one misdemeanor warrant.
On January 15, a surveillance video was featured
on Channel 13 news which showed a female
breaking into a vehicle parked at a residence
and removing property.  Impact Team detectives
observed the video and were able to identify the
offender.  The offender has a history of property
crimes and frequents the Valley Area Command.  
The next day, swing shift officers and detectives
located the offender and took her in to custody.  
She also had an additional felony warrant for her
arrest.

Southwest Area Command...
•

•

•

•

On January 2, officers were dispatched to a
vacant house regarding a vandalism call. The
caller stated that an unknown male was parked
outside and may have entered the vacant
house. Officers contacted the male subject and
learned that he had an outstanding misdemeanor
warrant for his arrest. A search of the subject
yielded marijuana, methamphetamine, and a
glass pipe. He was arrested for possession of
methamphetamine.
On January 9, Southwest officers were
dispatched to a large retailer regarding a
shoplifting call. Upon arriving at the scene,
they found that store loss prevention staff
had detained one suspect. Officers were able
to determine the suspect’s true name. It was
determined that the suspect had been arrested
twice before for shoplifting and had been given
a trespass notification from the location. Officers
booked the suspect for commercial burglary.
On January 17, officers were dispatched to an
alarm call. Upon arriving at the scene, officers
found the doors to the house open. Officers
cleared the house to make sure no one was
hiding inside. Upon entering the house, officers
smelled a strong odor of marijuana. Officers
found over 50 marijuana plants in all stages of
growth. The homeowners were identified and the
case was turned over to the Narcotics Unit. The
marijuana was tagged into evidence.
On January 13, Officers D. Sanchez and F.
Duran were dispatched to a southwest location
in response to a domestic dispute.  Officer
Sanchez made contact with the victim who
told him her husband put her in a choke hold
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and dragged her outside.  The suspect picked
up a hammer and held it over his head as if to
strike the victim.  The victim was able to get
away from the suspect and run inside the house.  
The suspect followed her inside and grabbed
the victims head and pounded it against the
counter top.  The victim’s 14-year-old son tried
to intervene, but the suspect pushed and kicked
the son away.  The victim told officers that the
suspect has been an ongoing problem, that the
suspect was stalking her, and recently threatened
to kill her if she contacted police.  The victim
was transported to the hospital to be treated.  
The suspect was not present when officers
arrived on scene.  Victim’s advocates arrived at
the hospital and obtained an emergency order
of protection.  Officers attempted to locate the
suspect in the area.  Officer M. Chavez stopped
a vehicle for an incorrect license plate.  Officer
Duran was in the area and stopped to assist
Officer Chavez on the car stop.  Officer Duran
recognized the vehicle and driver in reference
to a recent robbery at a nearby gas station. The
Robbery Unit was contacted and a detective
came to interview the suspect.  The suspect
was ultimately arrested for domestic violence,
aggravated assault on a household member,
aggravated battery on a household member,
kidnapping, residential burglary, and child abuse
without great bodily harm.
On January 7, Impact Team detectives responded
to assist field units in locating an offender who
had committed a home invasion. Detectives
assisted in saturating the area of the last known
location. Detectives Chavez and Zambrano saw
two males walking on Central, and stopped to
talk to them. The suspects appeared nervous and
were detained for identification. Both suspects
were positively identified as the offenders.
On January 13, Impact Team detectives were
notified that a City yard had property stolen
by an unknown male offender in a truck. The
offender had taken two metal bus seats and scrap
metal and fled the area. The offender struck
again on January 14 and 27. Detectives Piatt and
Chavez tracked the vehicle to a location around
Bridge and Goff and were able to have field
officers stop the vehicle. The driver was charged
with larceny over $2,500.
Open Space Unit officers logged 1,321 hours
of patrol on everything from foot and vehicle
patrol to ATV, bike and Hovercraft.  Open
Space officers issued 179 misdemeanor citations
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ranging from littering, animal restraint, glass
containers, illegal camping, parking, and
traffic violations. Open Space officers attended
community events and made significant contacts
with 996 visitors to open space areas.
Officers in the Horse Mounted Unit had
approximately 1,000 citizen/business contacts
throughout January while on neighborhood
patrols and at community events which were
quite extensive during the holiday season.

•

Northwest Area Command...
•

•

•

•
•

On January 4, Northwest officers were
dispatched to a restaurant to investigate a report
by a female.  The female claimed she had been
tied up by her parents to prevent her from
leaving her residence. Officers contacted her
parents and determined that she was restrained
because the female had caused significant
damage to their residence. The female was
subsequently arrested for domestic violence and
found to be in possession of over 30 grams of
crack cocaine.
On January 16, officers were dispatched to a
domestic violence call in which the offender,
was having mental health issues and was
hearing voices. The offender became violent
and attacked his father.  The offender struck his
father in the head several times with a golf club,
resulting in a fractured skull. The offender fled
the scene, but was located in the area and was
subsequently booked into the MDC.
On January 20, Officer Alvidrez was dispatched
to a northwest location to investigate a call from
a neighbor that heard a child calling for help.
Upon arrival, officers could hear a child inside
the residence calling for help.  Officers entered
the residence and found a man incapacitated
inside one of the bedrooms.  The child was
found unharmed and was calling for his parents
to help him use the rest room.  Officers secured
the residence, and discovered that the man was
in possession of a firearm.  The firearm was
located in his waistband during a pat down.  
Further investigation determined that the man
was a convicted felon and he was placed under
arrest.  Subsequent to arrest, he was found to be
in possession methamphetamine.
Officer Daniel Webster was selected as the APD
Uniformed Officer of the Year for 2013.
On January 4, Officer Webster conducted a
traffic stop.  Officer Webster identified the driver
and the juvenile passenger as having multiple

outstanding felony warrants.  Subsequent to
arrest, Officer Webster located four grams
of cocaine, four grams of hallucinogenic
mushrooms, and drug trafficking paraphernalia.
The Northwest Impact Team was called out to
a local restaurant in response to a disturbance.  
Detectives learned that a Border Patrol agent
had used his duty-issued firearm to remove his
ex-wife from the restaurant.  Detectives tracked
the victim to a house in Rio Rancho, where the
offender was arrested.  Detectives recovered
the weapon used and arrested the agent for
unlawfully carrying a firearm into a liquor
establishment.

Northeast Area Command...
•

•

•

•
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Team One’s POP strategy for January was to
saturate the motels along Menaul. Officers had
continually been dispatched to the motels in
response to auto burglaries. Team One officers
patrolled all the motels in the area and made
contact with citizens and business owners. The
effort resulted in four handicap parking citations,
and it reduced the number of reports taken at the
motels in this area.
On January 8, Officer Lund conducted
surveillance with the help of Northeast Impact
Team detectives on a possible stolen vehicle.
Once the vehicle was mobile, Officer Lund
conducted a traffic stop due to the vehicle
having a stolen plate displayed. Occupants
of the vehicle were arrested, and the vehicle
was confirmed to be stolen from of Texas.
An inventory of the stolen vehicle included
a laptop. Upon obtaining a search warrant of
the laptop, numerous white collar information
to other victim’s identities. Officers located
approximately 15 victims.
On January 23, Officer A. Cook assisted
the Robbery Unit in the arrest of two
individuals involved in a carjacking from
the Northwest Area Command. Officer Cook
was also responsible for the majority of the
accomplishments in the Beat 431 tactical plan,
making two felony arrests, one misdemeanor
arrest, and seizing two vehicles.
During January, several commercial robberies
at restaurants and other small stores occurred
in the Northeast Area Command. Several
officers, including two officers from Team 4,
assisted with a city-wide tactical plan to arrest
the offenders. After several days, two offenders
were arrested during a robbery. Detectives at the
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time believe the two offenders were responsible
for at least 21 robberies.
On January 31, Officer L. Neil and other officers
from Team 4 responded to a house in Beat 413.
The offender inside had three felony warrants
for his arrest. While Officer L. Neil attempted to
make contact with the offender at the front of the
house, he fled out of the back. Officers quickly
setup a small perimeter. Other assets including
Air Support and K-9 responded. After two hours
the offender was located on a rooftop two houses
away.
Officer Lucero responded to a fight in progress
call where one male subject had hit another male
in the face with a large brick, causing significant
injuries. A nearby citizen stopped the offender
and detained him until officers arrived. The
citizen likely prevented the victim from being
killed. Officer Lucero arrested the offender on
felony aggravated battery charges.
Officers Greer and Rauch were dispatched to a
shoplifting call where subjects were attempting
to steal a large amount of televisions from a
large retailer. Officers Greer and Rauch located
the vehicle and attempted to stop it. The driver
fled, but immediately crashed the vehicle into
an unoccupied home. The driver was booked
on felony charges. It was later learned that the
same offender was also stealing televisions from
several other retailers in the area command.
Northwest Impact Team detectives were
dispatched a suspicious person call.  The caller
advised that a male subject was looking in
through her windows and knocking on her
neighbor’s door.  Officer Borunda arrived on
scene and observed a male subject riding away
from the location on a bicycle.  The officer
attempted a stop, but the male continued to pedal
away and eventually ran on foot into a nearby
house.  Impact Team detectives contacted the
male subject inside the house and arrested him.  
The male subject was identified and had three
felony warrants for his arrest.  The offender’s
backpack contained items commonly used to
commit auto and residential burglaries.
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Property Crimes Division...
•

Investigative Bureau
Scientific Evidence Division...
•
•

The Major Crime Scene Team responded to
three call outs in January.
The Field Investigator Unit responded to 1,157
calls, wrote 855 reports, and collected 726 latent
fingerprint cards during January.

In January, the Photo Unit had 322 requests for
service resulting in 12,031 prints produced as
well as 45 discs.
The New Mexico DNA Identification System
(NMDIS), received 828 new convicted offender/
arrestee DNA samples in January, with a
cumulative total of nearly 96,500 collected.   
734 samples were analyzed, data uploaded
and searched in CODIS, with a cumulative
total of over 90,000 searchable DNA profiles.  
As a result of the convicted offender/arrestee
samples, 41 unsolved cases were matched to
convicted offenders/arrestees, seven case-to-case
matches were made, with a resulting total of 44
investigations being aided.
The Latent Print Unit completed 1,557 cases in
2013, eclipsing last year’s total of 715.  164 of
the 1,557 were process-type cases.  This massive
increase in case work completion is due to a
full complement of trained forensic scientists
working in the specific unit and their devotion to
their work.
In January, Identification Technicians and
1 rehire officer supported the following
backgrounds: 86 case dispositions; 47
employment; 24 firearms; 92 FBI and 38 CODIS
requests. 278 RAPs and photos were distributed;
25 new APD applicants were fingerprinted;
1,585 fingerprints were classified in AFIS; and
1,804 new and old arrests were processed into
the Tiburon criminal history record.
In January, Evidence Technicians and one rehire
officer received 4,551 evidence items, duplicated
1,734 audio/video recordings and supported 75
pretrial viewings. Efforts to reduce inventory
resulted in 148 items returned to owners; 7,086
items disposed, and $26.01 was recovered
from auction income. Staff processed 6,232
case disposition transactions into the evidence
history.
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On January 13, the Auto Theft Unit conducted
an operation in the Southwest Area Command.  
Detectives located an active stolen vehicle.  
The unit set up surveillance on the vehicle
and a short time later two subjects entered the
vehicle and attempted to leave the area.  They
were taken into custody.  While searching one
of the offenders, detectives located a bag of
methamphetamine.  Detectives also learned
that he had been seen pulling a trailer earlier in
the morning while driving the stolen vehicle.  
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Detectives also discovered that a female victim
traveling to California had stopped at a local
hotel and had reported her trailer as stolen.  
Detectives were able to locate the stolen trailer
and two additional stolen vehicles.  The vehicles
and all of the stolen property were returned to
the victims.  Evidence found linked all the stolen
vehicles and trailers to the two offenders.  Both
were booked into the MDC.
On January 7, the Auto Theft Unit conducted
an auto theft operation in the Southeast Area
Command.  During the operation, the unit
located an active stolen truck.  Surveillance
was set up on the vehicle and a short time
later a male and female entered the vehicle.  
Unit detectives were able to take both into
custody.  Both suspects admitted to knowing
the vehicle was stolen and were also found to
be in possession of a stolen UNM computer.  
UNM Police arrived and took possession of the
computer.  The truck was returned to the owner
and the two suspects were booked into the
MDC.
On January 31, the Auto Theft Unit was
conducting an operation in the Valley Area
Command.  While conducting patrol, unit
detectives located a stolen vehicle in a parking
lot.  Surveillance was then set up on the vehicle
and a short time later a male and a young child
walked out and got into the vehicle.  Detectives
were able to place the adult male into custody.  
A search yielded an ounce of methamphetamine
and an assault rifle.  During an interview, the
offender admitted to knowing the vehicle was
stolen and was only trying to take his son to
school.  The offender was booked into the MDC.
On January 29, officers were dispatched to
a southeast location in response to a home
invasion call. Burglary Unit detectives were also
in the area and responded to the call to assist in
the investigation. An 84 year old male stated that
he was asleep in the southwest bedroom of his
home when he woke up and found two unknown
males in his house. One of the males was
holding a large black revolver that was pointed
at his head. The owner said that the suspects
went through his wallet and ransacked his house.
The back door to the garage was kicked in.
There was also a broken window at the rear of
the residence. The owner advised that the males
held him against his will for approximately one
hour. One of the males grabbed a cord from a
radio and tried to tie his hands together while
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holding him down. The owner was able to stop
the male from tying his hands together. At that
point, the male took the cord and tried to put it
around the owner’s neck. The owner believed
the male was trying to strangle him with the
cord. The males then took the keys to the
owner’s vehicle.  On January 30, detectives were
forwarded a Criminalistics Latent Fingerprint
Report from APD Fingerprint Analyst K. Rubi
which identified one of the offenders. Based on
the information, detectives wrote and obtained
an arrest warrant for the offender. On February
1, he was arrested in the Southeast Area
Command.
On January 7, officers were dispatched to a
southwest location in reference to a residential
burglary.  While en route to the call, dispatch
advised that the victim was following the
offenders near the area of Sunset Gardens and
Townsend.  The victim advised that when he
came to work on the house he found the front
door had been damaged and there was a male
subject pulling a compressor and drill out
of the front door. The victim confronted the
offender who went to the front door and yelled
for everyone to get out. Four other subjects ran
out of the house carrying several bags and a
red tool box.  Detectives observed three males
and two females walking and approached the
individuals in their cars.  As they did this, one of
the individuals threw an object over a wooden
fence into a backyard.  The victim positively
identified the subjects as the people that broke
into his residence and stole his property. During
interviews, all of the subjects admitted to the
burglary.
While working the Nob Hill Tactical Plan,
detectives observed a male subject vandalizing
businesses with spray paint. The offender was
taken into custody and confessed to tagging
businesses along Central Avenue. Other
members of the Burglary Unit confirmed
numerous sites and each individual business
was contacted and a report was generated.
The case was compiled and submitted to the
District Attorney. 32 different businesses were
vandalized from San Mateo to Girard.
On January 15, a City trailer was deployed in
the southeast area of the city with city property
in it.  A man got into the trailer and took the
city property.  He was tracked to his residence.
Detectives located the man as he was going back
and forth to the vehicle that he had put the stolen
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property in.  Detectives attempted to arrest the
man but he resisted and had to be tased in order
to take him into custody. The offender was on
federal probation for bank robbery.
On January 22, a male and female broke into
a City-owned vehicle. The male attempted to
steal the car by breaking the steering column.
He also damaged the console before they stole a
City-owned laptop that was in the vehicle. They
were tracked and located in the foothills parked
behind an apartment complex. Both subjects
were arrested and booked.
CNAU detectives made numerous arrests in
January, including some highly noted property
crime offenders, one of which was wanted
for three felony warrants for burglary. He was
located and arrested on the warrants along
with possession of heroin.  The information
of this arrest was also passed along to CYFD
due to three children being in the offender’s
custody during the time of apprehension. The
property management was also made aware of
the incident due to the offender living on the
premises and not being on the lease.
CNAU Detectives conducted a tactical plan in
Beat 523 of the Foothills Area Command.  The
beat has consistently been a property crimes
hotspot as determined by Crime Analysis.  
During the tactical plan, two individuals with
felony warrants were located and arrested.  
Detectives issued six citations.  Three new
problem properties were identified.  The
management of an apartment complex was
contacted to follow up on a felony warrant made
the same day by ROP Unit detectives.
Organized Crime Unit (OCU) detectives
identified two offenders utilizing stolen credit
card information and subsequently open
numerous fraudulent accounts at retail stores
throughout the metro area.  The pair were able
to defraud the stores for over $2,000.  OCU
detectives located and arrested both subjects.
Foothills Area Command officers and Organized
Crime Unit detectives apprehended a man in
reference to numerous walkout/push outs at
stores in Albuquerque and Santa Fe.  He was
primarily selecting computers, security DVR
systems, DVDs, televisions, and other electronic
equipment.  The total value of thefts exceeded
$12,000.  The man admitted to fencing the
merchandise on the street.
Southwest Area Command officers and OCU
detectives apprehended two females and a male

•

•

•

•

•
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for fraud after they attempted to cash a stolen
check in the amount of $839.  A search warrant
served on their vehicle and personal cell phones
resulted in the recovery of stolen personal
information to include driver’s licenses and
social security cards.
OCU detectives initiated surveillance at a
southwest location and subsequently contacted
a suspect who had been identified as a Most
Wanted Property Crime Offender.  The suspect
had seven outstanding felony warrants for
property crime and drug-related offenses and
two misdemeanor warrants for assault.  Within a
four month period, the suspect was responsible
for multiple property crimes committed against
numerous retail sector partners.  The value of the
property taken in these crimes exceeded $5,000.
The Metal Theft Detail initiated and completed
two tactical plans in response to repeated
metal theft incidents.  The first tactical plan
was conducted in the Foothills Area Command
along the Juan Tabo Boulevard corridor between
Lomas Boulevard and Montgomery Boulevard.  
A second tactical plan was conducted in the
Valley Area Command and was primarily
focused at the businesses located along 2nd
Street NW.   
Pawn Shop detectives met with several gold
and silver entities and a legislative committee
regarding the importance of ensuring that all
gold and silver entities report to the Leads
Online database.  The meetings with legislative
committees will continue until the completion of
the 2014 New Mexico legislative session.   
The Metal Theft Detail purchased and received
four infrared cameras to be utilized for the
identification of metal theft offenders.  The
cameras were deployed at seven different
locations, resulting in several photographs
of offenders committing acts of metal theft.  
Detectives are following up on the photos and
will attempt to identify the offenders.
On January 16, Acting Sergeant R. Crawford
sent a forgery case to the District Attorney’s
Office in reference to multiple subjects cashing
stolen/forged checks. During the investigation,
Detective Crawford was able to identify four
subjects that cashed stolen/forged checks from
the a victim’s stolen checkbook. The subjects
were all identified using Albuquerque Police
Department databases. One of the suspects
cashed the stolen/forged check in Los Lunas.
A copy of the case file was also provided to
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the Los Lunas Police Department for their
investigative purposes.
On January 24, Detectives Weber and Natewa
arrested a woman on an arrest warrant obtained
by Detective Weber in reference to identification
theft and fraud. The woman used her former
partner’s information to obtain a New Mexico
driver’s license and open multiple credit
accounts.  Detective Weber identified at least 23
counts of identity theft and multiple counts of
forgery through an extensive investigation with
many financial institutions. The arrest occurred
at Metropolitan Court with the assistance of
Metro Court officers.
In January, the value of cases cleared by the
White Collar Crime Unit was $301,000.

•
•
•
•

Criminal Investigations Division...
•

•

•

•
•

•

The Homicide Unit responded to three call
outs in January. One of these call-outs was a
homicide, one a major case, and one an incustody death.  The total number of UCR
homicides in Albuquerque is one through the
end of January.  The Unit currently has 15 active
cases.
The Armed Robbery Unit responded to six
robbery call outs, and cleared 32 cases in
January. Eleven cases were sent to the District
Attorney’s Office for prosecution.  Unit
detectives completed ten arrests, wrote seven
arrest warrants and served five search warrants.  
The Robbery Unit had 53 new cases assigned in
January and has 91 active cases.
The Sex Crimes Unit responded to seven sex
crimes call-outs in January, cleared 29 cases, and
sent 12 of the cases to the District Attorney’s
Office for prosecution.  There were 26 new cases
assigned in January.   Unit Detectives wrote
8 search warrants.  The Unit currently has 65
active cases.
Sex Crimes Detectives assisted the Homicide
Unit with 3 call outs.
The FASTT Unit cleared 16 cases in January.  
FASTT Detectives reviewed 156 cases in
January.  The Unit made one in-custody arrest
and wrote one arrest warrant.  The FASTT Unit
currently has thirteen active cases.  
The Missing Persons Unit, Cold Case Homicide
Unit, and 118th Street Task Force Unit received
86 new runaway/missing person reports in
January.  The Unit cleared 76 total cold case
/ runaways / missing person cases.  The Unit
currently has 107 active cases.

•

•

•

•

•
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Detective Kimberlin worked with the OMI and
FBI to identify skeletal remains in the Calico
Task Force case.
Detective  Lewis worked on retrying a 2006
homicide that the Supreme Court dismissed on a
technicality.  
Detective Torgrimson’s cold case offender pled
guilty and provided a full confession.
The Crimes Against Children Unit (CACU)
received 959 CYFD referrals in January.  This
increased by 47 referrals from December with
an average of approximately 959 referrals per
month.  CACU detectives were assigned 103
new cases to be investigated.  This number
is up seven from last month.  Unit detectives
wrote fifteen search warrants and seven arrest
warrants.  The Unit responded to 33 off-duty
call-outs in November.
CACU was called out to investigate the
suspicious injuries of a five year old boy. The
child was on life support and had multiple
injuries. The child survived his injuries and will
be forensically interviewed in February.
CACU was called out to investigate the sexual
abuse of a five year old girl by her stepgrandfather. Rio Rancho Police initially were
investigating, but determined the abuse occurred
in Albuquerque. The step-grandfather was
interviewed after being released from UNMH
and confessed to multiple crimes and was
subsequently arrested.
The Child Exploitation Detail (CED) was
assigned 27 new cases in January.  The Unit
cleared 24 cases, with three cases being
submitted to the District Attorney’s Office for
prosecution.  Seven search warrants were written
and two arrest warrants were written.  The Unit
completed 17 computer/cell phone forensic
examinations.  The Unit currently has 27 active
cases.
CED investigated a distribution of child
pornography case when a manager used a phone
of a co-worker and sent pictures to himself
without the knowledge of the worker.  The
worker happened to be a 16 year old female.
Detective Roberts, and the rest of CED, assumed
a case from CACU after it was determined that
a gymnastics teacher was suspected of touching
several girls that he coached.  Two safe house
interviews were conducted and two good
disclosures were obtained.  A third safe house
interview was scheduled and three additional
possible victims were identified.  
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Officers from both Eastside and Westside SRO
Units continued to be of great assistance to their
respective area commands by handling 362 calls
for service and 365 on-site activities in January.  
129 referrals were made by the SROs and 179
truancy investigations were conducted.  Quality
of life enforcement activities including criminal
trespass, panhandling, red tag, graffiti referrals,
parking/moving citations, etc.) were at 105 for
January.  The SRO Units cleared 22 total Felony/
Misdemeanor arrests and/or warrants.  
The CIT/COAST Unit were assigned 51 new
cases and closed 34 for the month of January.
Five of these cases were sent to the District
Attorney’s Office for prosecution.  The Unit
conducted a total of 89 home visits and made
190 CIT contacts in January.  Sixty-four calls
for service were addressed, including 23 threat
assessments.  COAST assisted 171 mental health
consumers and made 192 referrals to services.

•

Special Investigations Division...
•

•

•

•

On January 2, SID detectives received
information that a suspect was staying at
a residence.  The suspect was wanted for
an outstanding felony warrant.  ROP Unit
detectives assisted with surveillance of the
residence.  Detectives contacted numerous
people at the location.  The suspect was arrested
for his outstanding felony warrant.  Another
contact was arrested for three outstanding
misdemeanor warrants, as well as another was
arrested for multiple felony warrants after he
fled the location and jumped onto the roofs
of two neighboring residences.  A stolen box
trailer was recovered from the driveway of the
home.  Three motorcycles were seized from the
residence when they were found to have altered/
re-stamped VIN numbers.  
On January 13, ROP Unit detectives located a
suspect at a northeast location.  He was wanted
for an outstanding felony warrant for aggravated
assault.
On January 13, Foothills Area Command
officers requested assistance from ROP Unit
detectives.  Officers had located a stolen truck.  
ROP Unit detectives responded and established
surveillance of the stolen truck.  A short time
later, a man entered the stolen truck and left the
location.  ROP Unit detectives apprehended the
driver without incident in the area of Carlisle
and Gibson.
On January 21, ROP Unit detectives assisted the

•

•

•

•

•
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Armed Robbery Unit with a tactical plan due to
the recent increase in armed robberies.  On the
evening of January 21, a fast food restaurant  
at Montgomery and Wyoming was robbed.  
A suspect vehicle description was provided.  
ROP Unit detectives located the suspect
vehicle traveling westbound on Montgomery
approaching San Mateo.  Surveillance was
established by the Rop Unit.  The occupants of
the vehicle went to the area of San Mateo and
Osuna NE and appeared to be casing another
location.  The vehicle left the area and traveled
to another restaurant location.  The passenger of
the vehicle exited and robbed the business.  As
the offender walked back to the vehicle, he was
taken into custody.  The driver of the vehicle
was also apprehended.  Robbery Unit detectives
arrived and took over the investigation.  The
suspects are believed to have been involved in
approximately 17 recent armed robberies.
On January 27, ROP Unit detectives located a
stolen vehicle.  Surveillance of the stolen vehicle
was maintained until the vehicle stopped.  The
offender was arrested without incident and the
vehicle was recovered.
On January 28, ROP Unit detectives located a
man that was wanted for an outstanding felony
warrant for aggravated assault on a peace officer.  
With the assistance of SWAT, he was arrested
without incident.
The Gang Unit conducted a stolen vehicle
tactical plan in January with Southeast PRT and
the Foothills Impact Team. The plan yielded 10
recovered stolen vehicles and numerous property
items taken in auto burglaries and residential
burglaries.
On January  23, Gang Unit detectives located
and apprehended a suspect with a warrant.  The
warrant was for aggravated assault with a deadly
weapon on a household member (four counts)
and child abuse (three counts).
During January, the Vice Unit made 15 felony
arrests, 18 misdemeanor arrests and 18 arrests
for prostitution. The unit also arrested 12
people with felony warrants and seven with
misdemeanor warrants. Unit detectives wrote
and executed 11 search warrants. The unit also
participated in a warrant round up operation with
HSI that resulted in numerous felony arrests.
Unit detectives finished the month by locating
and arresting a man on numerous counts of
felon in possession of a firearm and narcotics
trafficking. The man barricaded himself
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inside of his apartment and SWAT was called
to apprehend him. There were several more
firearms and a large amount of narcotics found
in the apartment.
While working interdiction at the Amtrak and
Greyhound stations, Detective Walsh seized one
pound of methamphetamine, a kilo of cocaine
and 750 grams of liquid PCP. He also seized
$35,500 in cash.
Detectives Irwin and Sinclair responded to a
request from postal inspectors and the K-9 Angel
hit on a package. It was found to contain 22
pounds of high-grade marijuana.
Detective Sinclair stopped a car on I-40. The
subsequent investigation led to the seizure of
two pounds of methamphetamine.
Detective Irwin conducted a traffic stop on
I-40 and the K-9Angel indicated on the car. 6.7
pounds of methamphetamine was seized.
Detectives Franklin and Novicki assisted in
executing a search warrant in reference to a
spice lab. The warrant resulted in the seizure of
42 kilos of synthetic cannabinoids, one vehicle,
and one federal arrest. The spice lab had been
selling spice at skate parks around the city.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical Services Division...
•

•

Chief’s Staff
Communications Division...
•

•
•
•

The APD 9-1-1 Communications Center staff
answered 62,921 incoming 911 and 242-COPS
calls in January.   There were 24,012 calls
answered for 911 and 38,909 calls answered for
242-COPS.  911 Operators answered 95.95%
of the 911 calls within 10 seconds (the national
standard is 90%; APD’s standard is 92.0%);
operators also answered 98.12% of the 242COPS calls within 30 seconds (APD’s goal is
90% answered within 30 seconds).
Administrative and Train-the-trainer courses
were held with Tiburon instructors for several
days in January.
The supervisory and management staff from 311
toured the Communications facility and listened
to incoming calls.   
The Emergency Communications Manager
continued to participate in meetings and
conference calls for the State RFP for 911
Telephony Equipment.

•

•

•

Planning and Policy Division...
•

Staff created the charts required for the Mayor’s
dashboard.

Staff created the charts required for the Internal
affairs dashboard.
Staff collaborated with the National Police
Research Foundation on a survey.
Staff met with contractors regarding construction
required to establish a new IPRA Unit Space in
the Old Main.
Staff worked with vendors to secure bids on a
new APD Academy gym floor.
Planning Section staff submitted a letter of
interest for a new STOP Violence Against
Women grant proposal.
Staff submitted end of year reports, priority
objective reports, and performance plans to the
City budget office.
Staff continued to collaborate with community
groups and the USDOJ on developing a Limited
English Proficiency Plan.
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Staff continued to work with Metro Court and
the Administrative Office of the Courts on
the contingency plan in the event the Officer
Scheduling interface fails at go-live, scheduled
for the end of March.
Division staff met with the District Attorney’s
Office to review the progress on the Taser
camera pilot project.  APD is coordinating with
Taser to get a better methodology for titling the
videos; currently, some files have duplicate titles
for videos that are totally unrelated.
The next round of LTE is going to be called
LTE-Advanced (LTE-A).  4G LTE is suppose to
deliver 100Mbps transfer speeds.  Currently, it’s
delivering about 13 Mbps in the best coverage
areas.  LTE-A is expected to deliver between
30 and 40 Mbps.  LTE-A should be rolled out
between 2015 and 2018.
Regarding the CAD/RMS upgrade, January’s
activities included training for RMS
administration; completion of the testing of the
Copperfire Windows 7 patch; AFIS/TraCS10,
and MobileCOM to CAD 2.8. Other tasks
included documenting current processes to begin
business process review with new features in
RMS 7.9 and CAD 2.8. Staff are waiting on the
Tiburon change order for the August release.
Training scheduled for February includes the
setup for the RMS and Copperfire environment
to complete testing. Testing to be completed by
the end of February to ensure March go-live for
Copperfire on Windows 7 machines.
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Support Services Bureau
APD Academy...
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

The 110th Cadet Class completed week thirteen
of twenty-seven in January.  The class had their
second graded uniform inspection and second
OJT ride-along.  This was followed by eighty
hours of firearms training.  The cadets continued
their Crisis Management Training with four
hours of reality-based scenario training.  The
CIT scenario training requires the cadets to
communicate with actors that are in crisis.  They
are tasked with de-escalating the situation and
bringing the scenario to resolution.  The 110th
Cadet Class completed January’s training with
Phase 1 Scenarios and six hours of Defensive
Tactics Training.   Their Phase 1 Scenarios
included: traffic stops, disturbances, shoplifting,
and loud music calls.
In January, APD Recruiting received 532 interest
cards.
At the January 10-12 testing, 60 prospective
candidates attended. Of those, all 60 attended
the City Entrance Exam; 40 attended Saturday
testing; and 28 passed to the background check
phase.
The Recruiters have been assisting applicants,
prior to testing weekend, to measure their
physical abilities by demonstrating the physical
tests and allowing them to perform the physical
tests so the applicant can see where they are
before they come for testing weekend. The
sergeant and members of the unit have been
continually meeting with Real Time Solutions
to work on the recruiting website and have been
conducting beta testing.
The Unit has been running recruiting
advertisements with ESPN Radio.
The physical training program for the 110th
cadet class continued to progress.  The Wellness
Unit also continued to work with the City’s
Human Resources Department in planning and
implementing a 12-week wellness/nutrition
education program for APD personnel to start in
January.  The Wellness Unit continued to assist
in the implementation of the APS/PSA program.  
The class continues to be successful as 25
students are enrolled and participating regularly.

•

•

•
•
•
•

Metro Traffic Division...
•
•
•
•

Office of Emergency Management...
•

Meetings were convened with Bernalillo County
and consultants to begin a new project. OEM
will spearhead and coordinate the creation
of the City/County Hazard Mitigation Plan.

This federally required document will provide
disaster mitigation goals and objectives.
Staff attended meetings with several City
departments and FEMA representatives to
relay mitigation funding opportunities due to
the presidential declaration from the July 2013
storms. The departments expressing an interest
are Parks and Recreation, Senior Affairs,
Department of Municipal Development, and Fire
Department. Of particular interest is the funding
of backup generators for facilities designated
as shelters during disasters and storm water
infrastructure projects.
The OEM Director was requested by the FBI to
lead the local Emergency Services section of the
federal infrastructure protection program called
Infragard.
OEM and Crime Analysis staff began identifying
GIS layers for inclusion into WebEOC mapping
software which will allow OEM to project maps
and resources by location in the EOC during
activations.
Staff began developing an OEM outreach
strategic plan to enhance citizen preparedness
efforts.
Staff created a Twitter account for OEM to
distribute preparedness information and response
warnings.
The OEM Director gave a presentation to a
university criminology class on the topic of
disaster victimology.
In 2013, 138 volunteers donated 11,098 hours.
According to the Volunteers in Police Service
website for New Mexico, the rate is $17.62 per
hour which equals $195,547.76 donated in 2013.

The DWI Unit completed 187 DWI and one
DRE arrest in January.
The Seizure Unit confiscated 161 vehicles in
January, totalling $70,434.
In January, the Traffic Division issued 1,753
citations. The Traffic Unit also investigated four
fatal crashes.
The Traffic Section completed 14 DWI arrests,
14 misdemeanor arrests, and eight felony arrests.  
Officers issued 63 citations for illegal cell phone
use while driving.

Professional Standards Division...
•
13

Imaging Unit staff worked diligently to complete
Reports and Supplements for 2013 so other
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culminating in a barricaded gunman.

Units can complete their processing portion so
that the FBI UCR report could be completed.
Records revenue for Insurance and Accounts in
January was $6,999.50 for 977 requests.  Citizen
request/register revenue was $5,865.30 for 960
requests.
The Alarm Unit went live with web payments
on November 25, 2013.  A total of $28,400 has
been made via the web.  The Unit has collected
$688,240 to date in FY14.
Court Services staff scheduled 130 pretrial
hearings and processed 387 arraignments.
Staff submitted 72 felony cases to the District
Attorney’s office for prosecution and submitted
745 summons to Metro Court.
The Telephone Report Unit created 604 reports
which resulted in a savings of 15,704 hours of
Field Services time and an estimated savings of
$24,160.
In addition, the Telephone Report Unit processed
393 on-line (Cop Logic) reports, resulting in a
savings of 1,021.80 hours of Field Services time
and an estimated savings of $15,720.
Metro Court officers assisted 122 individuals
who were remanded by the court and booked;
and eight individuals who were remanded
and assisted with bonding out. 32 individuals
were booked with misdemeanor warrants;
45 individuals who were found to have
misdemeanor warrants were assisted in bonding
out; and 210 individuals were in police custody
in January. Metro Court officers responded to
1,161 total calls for service in January.
On January 15, Officers Harvey and Sabaugh
participated in the “Homeless Court” program.
During the event, eleven homeless persons had
their cases heard by Judge Alanis.

Real Time Crime Center...
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Homeland Security Division...
•

•

•

APD personnel completed a Basic Intelligence
Liaison Officer Course.  Division staff and
members of the Intel Unit attended the course on
January 15-16.
The department is now able to liaison with the
NMASIC Fusion Center.  This will allow APD
to send requests for assistance to New Mexico
who can then conduct research locally or request
other state fusion cells to assist.
Division staff received a request to assist the
New Mexico Army National Guard with their
upcoming exercise this summer.  The exercise
will involve various agencies, including the FBI.  
The scenario will begin as an active-shooter,

•
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Real Time Crime Center (RTCC) operators
are utilizing previous RTCC logs and
locating numerous recurring subjects.
The observation trailer was utilized by
the Southeast Area Command to address
commercial burglaries occurring in the Nob
Hill area.
The Valley Area Command experienced
an increase in graffiti in the Entertainment
district and requested the deployment of
the video trailer. There were no instances of
graffiti while the trailer was deployed.
The Crime Analysis Unit assisted Open
Eye with their product development for
the RTCC video camera program with
troubleshooting the issue of the source data
not being viewable in the application.
The Property Crimes Division’s Burglary
and Auto Theft Units requested assistance in
their year-to-date reports. Unit staff provided
analysis and provided totals for arrests, and
other pertinent information like criminal
trespass and vehicles that are stolen often.
Shared research information from multiple
sources with Burglary Detectives and
assisted Foothills field officers in special
requests to assist in narrowing investigation
with a suspicious vehicle performing
Residential Burglaries (cell phone stores,
White Ford, Nob Hill, property matching).
Staff created an apartment data layer for
the Foothills and Valley Area Commands
that was uploaded to City GIS server. The
ultimate use of the information is to assist
officers and the RTCC Bridge during calls
for service to reach a location faster in large
apartment complexes.
In January, the Video Unit scripted, filmed,
edited, and delivered 23 episodes of The
Daily 49, including one holiday edition;
assisted Chief Banks in filming and
delivering his retirement message to APD
employees; completed a training video
for Albuquerque Ambulance; completed a
training video for the Crime Lab involving
new DNA collection requirements; among
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many others.
•

Special Operations Division...
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

On January 2, SWAT assisted ROP at a location
where numerous subjects were wanted for felony
warrants.  One subject exited the residence and
fled.  The subject concealed himself on a nearby
rooftop where he was later taken into custody.
On January 14, SWAT was called to assist
Northeast Area Command officers at a location
where a possible barricaded individual who
attempted to cut the throat of his girlfriend.  The
subject was believed to be inside because the
girlfriend did not ever see him leave.  During the
call-out the offender’s trailer caught fire.  The fire
was put out by AFD.  A search inside the trailer
by SWAT officers proved the offender was not
inside.
On January 21, SWAT was called to assist Valley
Area Command officers at a northeast location
in response to a male subject inside of a hotel
threatening suicide with a handgun.  Officers
reported hearing what sounded like a single
gunshot from inside of the hotel and had not been
in contact with the subject since.  SWAT officers
located the subject with a pole-cam inside with
a gunshot to the head.  The hotel room was then
cleared and handed over to detectives.  
On January 23, SWAT was called to assist the
K-9 Unit with an area search of an armed felon.  
K-9 and SWAT located and apprehended the
subject.  
On January 30, SWAT was called to assist the
Vice Unit with a barricaded armed individual
with numerous felony warrants.  New Mexico
State Police Tactical assisted with personnel
and equipment.  Gas was deployed into the
apartment, yet the subject would still not exit the
apartment.  SWAT officers were able to enter the
apartment and apprehend the subject with the use
of a PSD.
In January, 2014 APD’s Bomb Squad responded
to ten bomb-related call outs and one SWAT
call out.  Two call outs were requests to handle
suspicious packages; two requests were for
dignitary bomb sweeps; two were amnesty calls
to pick up old munitions.
The Bomb Squad was called to a southeast
location, where a hand grenade was found.  An
inspection showed that it was inert.
On January 6, the Bomb Squad was called to a
northeast location where a homeowner believed
that he had discovered dynamite in a wood box.  

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
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The items turned out to be old railroad flares,
which were destroyed by the Bomb Squad.
On January 15, APD’s Bomb Squad
was requested by the Rio Rancho Police
Department.  A homeowner in Rio Rancho
located six live pipe bombs inside a shed that
was located in the backyard.  An X-ray showed
the devices had lead pellets inside as added
shrapnel.  APD’s Bomb Squad rendered safe
the six devices, and located pipe bomb making
materials inside the shed.  ATF responded to the
scene and handled the investigation.
The Bomb Squad also assisted APD SWAT with
robot support on a SWAT activation.
During January, the K-9 Unit responded to 71
call outs and 104 hours of SWAT activations.
The unit participated in 501.5 hours of
combined K-9 maintenance, training, and
SWAT training.
K-9 assisted the field with 211 calls for service.
There were a total of four K-9 apprehensions
with two injuries.
In January, the Albuquerque Police
Department’s Prisoner Transport Unit processed
1,624 prisoners through the Prisoner Transport
Center. The Albuquerque Police Department
arrested 1,361 prisoners and other local law
enforcement agencies arrested 263 prisoners.
The Prisoner Transport Unit made 233 trips to
the MDC and accepted five walk-in prisoners at
the MDC.  
The APD/AFD PIIP Team continued to work
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays
for a total of 18 days in January. The PIIP Team
made 95 field contacts; 73 were transports to
MATS, 12 were transported by EMS, and 10
public inebriates refused services. APD is still
working with City Legal to finalize the MOU
with MATS to receive the $50,000 in grant
funds for this operation.  
The Prisoner Transport Unit had one medical
refusal in January from the MDC.
The savings in hours and fuel costs for January
was $19,641.46.
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